1. Attach watt stopper to J-box (1a). Route low voltage wire up through bottom of floor or down from ceiling in full height scenarios only (1b).

WARNING: All electrical installations should be done by a qualified electrician in accordance with codes and regulations applicable at the installation site.
WARNING: All electrical installations should be done by a qualified electrician in accordance with codes and regulations applicable at the installation site.

2. Remove a 1-1/2" portion of aluminum from the two mating panel uprights where the feature strip is mounted.

3. Measure 44" for the length of the bottom feature strip and place a 3/8" notch on one end of the feature strip as shown.

4. Snap bottom feature strip into position.

5. Pull low voltage wire through opening and attach to quick connects (5a). Attach low voltage switch to quick connects (5b) and insert assembly into hole (5c) and snap into place.

6. For the top feature strip, make the same 3/8" notch on one end of the feature strip (as shown on step 3) and slide the notched end under the low voltage switch and snap into position.